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The products EDIZERO 100% Made in Italy, designed and made in Sardinia, from renewable sources in
excess and do not contain traceable war, petrol are free and do not generate waste land grabbing it.
Safeguard the inseparable link between agriculture and architecture combining with high technology,
defense of the landscape and biodiversity. The ingredients of agriculture become the materials
EDIZERO: words Architecture understood as â€œArchitecture of Peaceâ€•.
OUR INGREDIENTS

WOOLThe core product EDILANA consists of Italian wool, the best natural insulator ever. Wool blends
its insulating properties even those high breathability and high noise reduction to ensure those who
choose comfort.The panel EDILANA is easy to install, can be mounted comfortably and without
thermal bridges, has a high ability to fire resistance and effectively isolates electromagnetism
ensuring a high breathability for buildings healthier and moisture-proof.
CORKA prized symbol of Sardinia, born in the wild to protect the plant becomes a key part in our
bio-components allowing to increase at the highest level the thermal lag.The panel EDISUGHERO is
obtained from cork raw blond 100% Italian, milled and processed into panels without the use of
chemical additives to the base oil, this allows to maintain its ability to high breathability.
POSIDONIAFunding in the form of balls beached, considered waste and often burned so polluting,
combined with the wool becomes a biocomponent high thermal inertia ideal for insulation in
particular weather conditions.The panel EDIMARE is the most evolved form of bioediliza, combines
the sea and the land in a solution biodile high efficiency and is made entirely without land grabbing
and recycling excess materials in nature.
COBProcessed according to modern biotechnology EDIZERO without petrochemicals, it becomes a
versatile, useful both for building structural for special finishes of interior design or walls.Bricks and
plaster EDITERRA are a favorite of interior designers who pay attention to nature. They allow unique
finishes, environmentally and earth and inimitable style.
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